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Article 1

Gonzalez: Front Cover

W H A T I S E S S A I ?
Created in 2002 by a cross-disciplinary faculty, ESSAI, College of DuPage’s
Anthology of Academic Writing Across the Curriculum, is an annual academic
journal that represents a unique but inclusive discourse community of student
writers; it fosters student success through writing across the curriculum and in
all levels of learning at College of DuPage.

TRY

It rests on our belief that writing empowers and prepares out students for
meaningful careers and advanced academic pursuits and that, to realize such
goals, the entire college community is responsible for incorporating writing
into their courses as a vital part of the academic experience at our college.
That we practice the philosophy of student success through good writing will
become even more apparent in the journal’s name. It harkens back and pay
homage to Michel de Montaigne, whose seminal style of writing “essais”
connoted one of trials and attempts.
The resulting published work is their expanded cultural and epistemological
self-endowed with talent, sophistication, and fresh scholarship, all expressed
with clarity, eloquence, and grace.
Join with us in honoring the exceptional talents of our student authors.
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